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HIGH SCHOOL ART EXHIBIT
Everything You Can Imagine Is Real

Pablo Center at the Confluence is excited to host Everything You Can Imagine 
Is Real: An Exhibition of High School Artwork. This annual exhibition features 
artwork from area high school students.

Emotional, witty, sometimes shocking; this exhibit offers a glimpse into the 
hearts and minds of some of the region’s most talented teens.

WELCOME
Pablo Center at the Confluence welcomes you to the fourth season’s visual 
art exhibitions. With the return of in-person programming, we welcome you 
to stroll through the galleries and halls of Pablo Center and discover new, 
expressive, and thought-provoking works around every corner. Join us in 
the celebration of art in all forms; you’ll be sure to find yourself challenged, 
captivated, and inspired.

MEET THE ARTIST
ARTIST RECEPTION 
Friday, March 11 from 5 - 8 p.m. 

ROSE DOLAN-NEILL,
CURATOR
Assistant Director of Artistic Programming
Pablo Center at the Confluence

Our annual High School Art Exhibit is a great favorite. Not only do we 
experience a large assortment of well-crafted artwork by our regions most 
talented young artists, but we view the expertise of our area art teachers 
who have diligently taken time to select up to ten works of artwork from their 
school’s art programs. In a time of so much uncertainty, these art teachers 
have given their students the gift of a carefully guided creative outlet. 

Thank you, teachers.
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Among the artwork on exhibit, you will discover self-portraits, colorful 
landscapes, abstract imagery, stunning photography, and ceramics. Students 
were given the option of providing a statement about their artwork; I encourage 
you to read their thoughts, memories, and comments on the creative process. 

Through the viewing of art in our virtual exhibits on our website or in our gallery, 
we can all have a common experience. We can gain an understanding of our 
community and our humanity by viewing through the images of artworks that 
have been created by our region’s top artistic minds. We can reach audiences 
from across the world and those communities close to home that might not 
get to come into Pablo Center that often. Please be sure to read through the 
artistic statements and biographies of the artists on display, these words will 
add to the enjoyment and appreciation of the artwork and may give you 
further reason to purchase a work of art from Pablo Center. Who knows, it 
may even inspire you to take the next steps in your creative endeavor.

GOOD TO KNOW
PLEASE KEEP A SAFE DISTANCE FROM ALL ARTWORK AND PEDESTALS
Be conscious of backpacks or strollers that may bump into walls, pedestals, or 
artwork. Do not touch artwork on display unless a label tells you specifically 
how to interact with the artwork.

SUPERVISE CHILDREN AT ALL TIMES
We strongly encourage children viewing the artwork on display. Please 
instruct children to not touch artwork on display, to not run in the gallery, and 
to be kind and respectful of other people viewing the artwork by viewing 
artworks quietly and keeping a safe distance from others. Children must be 
supervised by their guardian at all times.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Pablo Center at the Confluence encourages personal photography of our 
exhibits and permanent art collection. Please use care both for the artwork 
and the people viewing it. Please no flash.

SKETCHING
Yes, please. You may certainly sketch in our facility. We ask that you use a 
lapboard or clipboard. Please only use lead or colored pencils. Please do not 
use the walls or pedestals as supports for sketching.

ARTISTS STATEMENTS & BIOGRAPHIES
Statements and biographies are written by the individual artist and are 
published with their permission. The views expressed are their own. Thank You.
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AUGUSTA HIGH SCHOOL

Samual 
2pt Architecture  
Graphite Drawing, 23 x 17

Jordan 
Digital Still Life  
Digital Drawing, 20 x 16.5

Alyssa 
Portraite 
Acrylic Painting, 11 x 14

Kyle
Hobbit House 
Ceramic, 13.5 x 5 x 10

Hunter 
Pitcher  
Ceramic, 8.5 x 7 x 5.5

Kirsten 
Confined Mind 
Graphite Drawing, 11 x 10

Bailey 
Home in Hand 
Ceramic, 14 x 10.5 x 8.5

Zoe 
Tea for Two 
Ceramic, 4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5

Haylee 
Fungi Box 
Ceramic, 9 x 11 x 11

Cameryn 
Bailey    
Acrylic, 16 x 18

www.augusta.k12.wi.us

www.cfsd.chipfalls.k12.wi.us
CHIPPEWA FALLS HIGH SCHOOL

Natalie 
Fountain  
Stoneware Clay, 9 x 9 x 8

Sydney 
Tea Set 
Stoneware Clay, 9 x 9 x 9

Faith 
Self-Portrait 
Digital Media, 16 x 20

Heather 
Self-Portrait 
Chalk Pastels, 9 x 12

Sarah 
Pines… 
Colored Pencil, 9 x 12

Brett 
Distorted Time 
Digital Drawing,  8.5 x 11

Clara 
Self-Portrait 
Charcoal, 9 x 12 

Miljun 
Hopeless Illusions 
Ink and Watercolor, 8.5 x 11

Bradley 
Cherryes 
Ink, 11 x 17

Shelby 
Watcher 
Digital Drawing, 16 x 20
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www.ecasd.us/Memorial-High-School/Home
EAU CLAIRE MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL

Shelby
Sisters in the Wind
Glazed Stoneware, 10 x 14

I designed my piece solely based upon 
my relationships with my sisters. Growing 
up we had always been close. However, 
with new monumental moments such as 
middle school, high school, and eventually 
college, they have drifted apart. As 
we have drifted apart as we have new 
responsibilities and relationships. At times 
we seem so far apart but we still always 
feel connected. This is what I’ve tried to 
convey in my piece through the turning 
winding tubes.  As I was creating the work, 
I realized it seemed to have popped out of 
a Dr. Suess book.  Because of this I chose 
colors similar to those used by him.

Grace
Decked in Her Finest
Glazed Stoneware, 14 x 6

The title and theme of my coil bottle 
is, “Decked in Her Finest”. This title is 
supposed to represent royalty and being 
dressed the way a queen would. The shape 
of my bottle is meant to show powerful, yet 
feminine legs. This is because queens have 
been depicted as powerful for a very long 
time, and I see legs as the most powerful 
part of any human. The legs are the part 
of my bottle that show strength in a female 
ruler. The next notable piece of my bottle 
is the carved-out shapes near the top of 
either side of the piece, and on the foot. 
These depict a stained glass look that exists 
in many castles. The coils that are wrapped 
around the bottle’s legs are glazed gold 
and silver. I did this to again show the 
queen’s “finest” clothing being worn and 
her riches. I chose a classic royal blue for 
the main part of the body to demonstrate 
that it is royalty. Lastly, I made the upper 
half of the body out of the cork, and it was 
meant to be extremely small intentionally. 
It shows the small and feminine side of 
many queens, on top of her strength which 
was shown by the legs.

of rush hour. People are eager to get to 
similar destinations (representing the center 
of the bottle) and they are all able to take 
different paths to arrive at this destination 
(the multiple tubes that lead to the center). 

The Space In My Room by Finnley
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EAU CLAIRE MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL

Mai Yer
Crimson Lanterns
Acrylic, 10 x 13

Julia
Slices
Acrylic, 11 x 14

Caroline
Self Portrait
Acrylic, 24 x 36

Julia
A Chance Encounter by a Dime
Graphite, 7.5 x 8.5

Isabella
Father’s
Acrylic, 11 x 14

Mara
Window Cat!
Ink, 6 x 8

Jadon
The Best Pick
Pastel, 18 x 24

Rosalie
When the Bats Came In
Ink and Gouache, 9 x 11

Gracie
Symphony of Sorrow
Acrylic, 11 x 14

When the Bats Came In by Rosalie

www.ecasd.us/Memorial-High-School/Home
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www.ecasd.us/North-High-School/Home

Gena 
Kumiho 
Digital Drawing, 11 x 17 

EAU CLAIRE NORTH HIGH SCHOOL

Lily Swartz 
Glass Spinner 
Charcoal, 16 x 20

Sarah Bickle 
A Dogs Love 
Acrylic, 16 x16

Savanah Britt 
Death in the Night 
Acrylic, 12 x 18

Claire 
Gear Bracelet 
Nickel Silver, Bronze and Copper with 
Green Paua Shell, 2.5 x .75 x 1.75

When designing my bracelet, I liked the 
idea of using multiple gears to create 
a mechanical appearance and style. I 
used an assortment of shapes, sizes, and 
different colored metals for the gears 
to add variety and make them each 
distinctive and unique. I also wanted to 
arrange them as if they were turning like 
clockwork or parts of a mechanism to 
add movement.

Kianna 
Bonsai 
Glazed Stoneware, 7 x 6 x 6

Ace Myers 
Heritage 
Mixed Media, 10 x 13

Jasmine 
For Grandma 
Underglazed Stoneware w/ Clear Glaze, 
.75 x 7 x 7

Finnley 
The Space in My Room 
Digital Drawing, 11 x 8.5

Mea
Evening Rush Hour
Glazed Stoneware, 14.5 x 9

The title of my piece is Evening Rush Hour. 
I believe this is representative of my piece 
because of its busy features: protruding 
bumps as well as tubes entering multiple 
angles and sides. There is a busy sense 
in Evening Rush Hour but also a sense 
of stillness as cars are waiting in the little 
movement of traffic. The smooth texture 
and invitingness depict this aspect of 
peace and stillness in Evening Rush Hour. 
It is functional yet crazy, just like the event 

Katherine
A Thank You to Music
Copper, Nickle Silver, Sterling Silver Braclet

My piece is inspired by my love for music. 
Music is one of the most influential aspects 
in my life, whether it’s listening to, playing 
or analyzing it. Finding small sections of 
songs that seem to express a part of myself 
has become one of my favorite past times. 
With this idea in mind, I thought back to 
my first time playing in our local Youth 
Symphony and having an overwhelming 
feeling of passion. The arrangement by 
Sibelius, represented by its first seven notes 
found on the bracelet, marked the turning 
point for my appreciation of how music 
can make me feel.

Allayna
Untitled
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www.sdmaonline.com

Mia 
Letting Go of Life
Charcoal, 12 x 18

Jade 
Mountain Landscape
Watercolor, 8.5 x 11

Dorthey 
Lawyer
Acrylic Paint, 8 x 4

Aaron 
Apple Study
Charcoal, 8.5 x 11

Ilya 
Peacalope
Plaster, Tissue Paper and Acrylic Paint, 
16 x 18 x 10

Katrina 
Peaceful Arch
Needle Felt, 6 x 4

Bethany  
Candy Still Life 
Colored Pencils, 8 x 5

Halle 
Go West Young Mand
Stoneware, 12 x 8  x 8

Sakora 
Still Life 
Colored Pencils, 8.5 x 11

MENOMONIE HIGH SCHOOL

Apple Study by Aaron

Lindsey
Malachite
Chalk Pastel, 24 x 18

Kalyn
Still Life
Charcoal, 18 x 24

Nathaniel
Self Portrait
Graphite, 15 x 20
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Lilian
Untitled Puzzle Piece
Colored Pencil, 18 x 22

Andrea 
Zz
Mixed Media, 12 x 14

Brittany
Leaf
Marker, 6 x 6

Elizabeth
Untitled
Painted Chair, Acrylic

Ana
Frog P. 508
Mixed Media, 12 x 14

REGIS HIGH SCHOOL

Alison
Bird’s Festivities
Watercolor, 20 x 14

Calista
Warhol Inspired Linocut
Linocut Print, 19 x 15

Fred
Pear Study
Acrylic, 8 x 8

Addeline
Feeling Blue
Acrylic, 9 x 12

www.Regiscatholicschools.com

Frog P. 508 by Ana
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WILDLANDS SCIENCE RESEARCH 
CHARTER SCHOOL
www.augusta.k12.wi.us/schools/wildlands

Wildlands Science Research Charter School is a project-based learning environment, so the 
art program is driven by student choice and interest. Students can incorporate artwork into 
projects for any subject.

Mersaydez  
Halo  
Watercolor and Acrylic, 17x 21

In this piece each eye represents a 
different part of my life right now and 
the multiple faces I have to put on for a 
daily basis. But, the melting halo acts as 
a reminder that things may be misshapen 
but can still be beautiful.

Buttons  
A Double Edged Sword 
Digital Painting, 11 x 17

This piece is about the double edged 
sword that is fighting for stability. I feel 
as though I’ve had to fight for my friends 
and family’s love and happiness. Like it 
was my responsibility to make everything 
better. To protect them. Though, it is a bad 
reliance on something with little stability. 
It’s damaged some of my relationships 
before, and I wanted to channel all of that 
emotion into this piece.

Soren 
New Beginnings  
Watercolor, 30 x 30

In this watercolor illustration, I wanted to 
represent someone crossing forward into 
what may be past death. An in-between 
period to express their experience moving 
on as a new form, to what lies ahead. I 
wanted to show both faces, one somewhat 
distorted and complex, yet the other soft 
and simple, to show the mixed emotions 
and complexity behind our ideas and 
conclusions about death itself.

Maelee  
Twisted Wonderland 
Baked Clay, Acrylic Paint, Fabric, Wood, Air 
Dry Clay, 20 x 16

What inspired me to make this piece was 
my strange dreams I have on a regular 
basis. They tend to be very random and not 
make a lot of sense, but they still have fun 
stories to tell. Much like how adventures in 
wonderland would be, so it’s my very own 
twisted wonderland. This process took a 
long time but I’m happy with the outcome.

Charlie  
Falling To Pieces 
Pencil, Watercolor, Pen, and Paint Pen, 
12 x 18

This piece is inspired by complex, 
strong, and very real feelings. I used the 
representation of pixels to show the feeling 
of falling apart and not knowing what to 
do. I also tried to convey the emotions of 
feeling like you don’t know yourself and 
how you wonder how people see you.

Alex  
Mind’s Eye  
Acrylic, 36 x 48

This painting represents all the different 
emotions we can feel. On the left are more 
of the happy and goofy sides, while on the 
right are more of the negative emotions 
we recognize, like anxiety, and despair. 
It kinda represents them fighting over the 
host, both trying to win over your mind. 
At first glance, it might look like a happier 
painting, for its bright colors. But often 
the brighter the color, the stronger the 
emotion. The negative emotions can be 
quite overpowering, and I tried my best to 
paint that. 
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BRADY & JEANNE FOUST GALLERY
 
Brady Foust taught in the geography department at the University of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire from 1971 to 2008. After retirement, he was one of 
three founders of HazardHub which was established six years ago. It quickly 
became one of the leading providers of geospatial hazard data to the 
insurance industry. It was purchased by Guidewire Software in August 2021.

Jeanne Foust had a 30-year career at Esri, the world’s leading geographic 
information systems (GIS) software producer. She retired in 2021. Brady 
and Jeanne are longtime supporters of the arts in Eau Claire. Brady was 
involved in the development of Pablo Center from the beginning. During its 
construction, he conducted over 60 tours of the work in progress. He also 
served on the Confluence Council, Inc. Board of Pablo Center as a member, 
Vice President, President, and Past President.

Pablo Center at the Confluence will not remain silent when what the community 
needs is for its local organizations to represent them. Pablo Center at the Confluence, 
while listening to and learning from the community, pledges to: address structural 
and historical inequities in the arts, identify and address implicit biases and practices 
throughout the organizational structures of Pablo Center, and respond to the events 
of our time that test relationships within the community through dialogue, educational 
and artistic  programming, and care.

Our first act towards this pledge is the creation of the Committee for Inclusive and 
Just Engagement and Practices, which is dedicated to the resolution of issues and the 
creation of opportunities related to social justice.

INCLUSIVITY STATEMENT

We acknowledge that Pablo Center at the Confluence occupies the sacred and 
ancestral lands of Indigenous Peoples. We honor the land of the Ojibwe and 
Dakota Nations.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

ON EXHIBIT ANYTIME
Virtual exhibits at PabloCenter.org

Through the viewing of art in our virtual exhibits on our website, we can all 
have a common experience. Gain an understanding of our community and 
our humanity by scrolling through the images of artworks that have been 
created by our region’s top artistic minds. 
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GALLERIES CURRENTLY ON EXHIBIT

All gallery events are free, however you must reserve
a ticket for artist receptions/talks.

To reserve your tickets, go to PabloCenter.org

In the Laurie Bieze Gallery
WE SEE YOU
JANUARY 28 -  JULY 10, 2022

We Will Tell Your Story

THE BIAS INSIDE US
A Smithsonian Traveling Exhibition
February 26 - March 27, 2022
An exhibition and community engagement project from the Smithsonian, this exhibit is an 
exploration of the social science, psychology, and consequences of implicit bias. Bias is an 
innate human trait; we all have it. The Bias Inside Us offers an opportunity to learn how to 
challenge bias in the world through awareness of one’s own bias.

Major support is provided by The Otto Bremer Trust. 

Local support comes from University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire, the Eau Claire Area School 
District, and Pablo Center at the Confluence.

In the James W Hansen Gallery



128 Graham Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54701

FREE and open to the public
Monday - Saturday, 10 a.m. - 2p.m.

+ two hours before events

To purchase a work of art, contact:
Rose Dolan-Neill

Assistant Director of Artistic Programming
rose@pablocenter.org

pablocenter.org


